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Chapter 241: A Weibo account 

 

Lei Corporation. 

After the regular meeting, Special Assistant Anthony followed Lei Xiao into the president’s office. 

He presented the important documents in his hands and waited for approval. 

He also put some other useless information into the shredder to destroy. 

He didn’t know if it was his imagination, but Mr. Ray seemed to be in a good mood today. 

“Anthony ...” 

Just as he was thinking, Anthony suddenly heard Thunder Valiant’s voice and jumped in shock. 

However, after following Thunder valiant beast for so many years, his adaptability was stronger than 

anyone else’s, and he quickly returned to normal. 

“Yes, Mr. Ley.” 

Lei min was expressionless as he signed his name at the end of the document with a pen. He then 

looked up at Anthony. 

He didn’t speak for a long time. 

Anthony felt a little uneasy under Thunder Valiant’s gaze, and his brain was desperately trying to recall if 

he had done anything wrong in the past few days. 

“Do young people nowadays like to use Weibo?” 

Anthony was stunned at first, but when he realized what Thunder owl was asking, his expression 

became a little subtle. 

“Basically, everyone has one.” 

In Anthony’s eyes, Thunder owl was a very bipolar person. 

At work, he was swift and decisive, and his methods were ruthless. Everyone avoided him like the 

plague. There was even a period of time when the industry gave him the title of ‘Thunder Hades’. The 

so-called King of Hell made people die at midnight, and no one dared to keep them until midnight. 

The Thunder valiant beast was so young, but he was already so terrifying, which was enough to show his 

ability! 

However, in private, he was a simple person. 

They rarely used WeChat to contact each other at work. 

And it was Yan beiming who had helped him apply for WeChat. 



Back then, Yan beixiao had forgotten to help him get an avatar, and Lei Xiao had been using it until now. 

Not to mention the emojis. 

“You have one too?” Thunder valiant lifted his head to look at him. 

Anthony nodded, thought for a while, took out his phone, opened Weibo, and handed it to Lei Xiao. 

Lei Xiao casually flipped through it and returned the phone to him. 

“Help me apply for one.” 

Anthony was stunned for half a minute. Did he hear it wrong? 

Mr. Lei actually wanted her to help him apply for a Weibo account? 

Lei min did not even raise his head. After giving his orders, he handed the signed document to Anthony. 

Seeing that he did not reach out to take it, he frowned and looked up. 

He saw Anthony looking at him with a dazed expression. 

“Anthony?” 

 yes, Mr. Ray, I’ll handle it immediately. Do you need a certification or something? ” 

If not for the good weather outside, Anthony would have thought that it was going to rain red. 

“As you wish.” 

After receiving the two words “Thunder valiant,” Anthony took the documents and rushed down to deal 

with it. 

In less than half an hour, he had already applied for a verified Weibo account. 

The huge CEO’s office was very quiet. 

Thunder valiant entered his account password and logged in. The page was still blank. 

After casually flipping through it, Thunder valiant frowned and closed it again. 

Obviously, he didn’t understand why young people liked to play this game. The hot topics in the 

headlines were all boring celebrity gossip. 

Just as he was about to put down his phone, he stopped. 

It was rare for him to open WeChat during work hours. He found Lin Hanxing and opened the chat box. 

After typing it a few times, it was deleted by Thunder valiant beast again and again. 

It seemed that this sentence was more difficult than negotiating a business plan that was worth 

hundreds of millions with others. 

She didn’t know how much time had passed, but Lei Xiao simply sent her the link to his verified Weibo 

account. 



She held her phone and waited for a long time, but there was no reply from Lin Hanxing. 

[ 9.90RMB delivery: F * ck, am I seeing things? ] You have a Weibo? [ surprised ] [ surprised ] 

[ 9.90RMB delivery: I’ll buy you a 100RMB [ pride ] fan when you log off. ] 

Boss Lei: 

[ 9.90RMB delivery: you used to call me little sweetie, but now you Call Me Madam Niu. You’re 

heartless, cold, and heartless ] [ crying ] 

Chapter 242: Causing a sensation 

 

Lei Xiao chuckled coldly and blocked Yan beiming’s WeChat account. 

However, it didn’t take long for his personal phone on the table to start vibrating madly, indicating that 

there was a new message. 

At this moment, the 99+ icon on the top right corner of the Weibo app on his phone was very obvious. 

Thunder owl frowned and opened it. 

The new Weibo account, which originally had very few fans, was now flooded with countless new fans 

and comments. 

Obviously, he had found the source of the phone’s crazy vibration. 

And the reason for this abnormality was a Weibo post! 

[ Yan Beichen 1121V: even if you’re cold and heartless, I’m still your little sweetie and Madam ] 

It was accompanied by a vivid nine-Palace picture. 

It was the most popular series,’mom, I want to marry him’! 

Yan beixiao’s verified Weibo account already had a lot of fans. 

Other than the zombie fans and the fans that the company had bought at the beginning, there were still 

a few million. 

The moment this Weibo post was posted, it quickly ignited the curiosity and enthusiasm of the netizens. 

[ I want to sleep with my Prince Charming: F * ck, are my eyes playing tricks on me? ] Publicly come out? 

Tiantiantianqi thought,’is it the legendary first young master Lei, the head of the Lei family’s four young 

masters? I offer my skull to young master Lei, and beg for mercy! 

Liu Yingjun, [ is this young master Lei in the photo? ] 

Everyone’s attention was focused on a blurry photo that Yan beixiao had sent. 

On both sides of the photo were the words ‘mom, I want to marry him!’ And #Yes, it’s him!!# Two 

pictures in jpg format. 



As everyone knew, the low profile of the four young masters of the Lei family was inversely proportional 

to the wealth of the Lei family. 

The Lei family kept a low profile as they were rich! 

Among them, the Lei family’s eldest young master was the most mysterious. 

News about him was everywhere in Jiang city, but the people of Jiang city rarely saw his photo appear in 

magazines and newspapers. 

It wasn’t that no one had taken pictures, but that no one dared to post it! 

Lei Xiao’s Swift and decisive work and clean conduct in life made him the new generation of male God in 

the hearts of many netizens! 

If there were fans, there would be haters. 

The reasons given by the anti-fans were also very good. 

They absolutely did not believe that in the current environment where there were so many flame dating 

bags, there was a man who was so rich and clean! 

This was not scientific at all! 

At this moment, regardless of whether they were fans or haters, their attention was all deeply attracted 

by the photo that Yan beixiao had posted privately. 

Even Lei Xiao did not know when Yan beiming had bid for it. 

In the photo, Lei Xiao, who was wearing a black shirt, was standing sideways in front of the floor-to-

ceiling window. 

The neckless collar of his shirt faintly revealed his sexy collarbones. 

He was lighting a cigarette in the dark. 

In the flickering red light, only the outline of the Thunder valiant beast’s face could be vaguely seen. 

[ graceful and uncontainable fairy: heart received 10000 points of critical damage!!! ] 

[ low-key as a dog: raising both hands and feet in bewilderment.jpg ] 

Pineapple cake, pineapple cake, I want to marry him! Don’t stop me! Hubby, hubby, I want to give birth 

to your monkeys! 

[ I’m not going to marry he Zhan! ] I won’t marry he Zhan! 

As Lei Xiao’s verified account did not post a single Weibo post, a large number of comments poured into 

Yan beixiao’s Weibo, instantly causing the topic to explode. After many days, the word ‘explosive’ once 

again appeared in the top of the Weibo hot topics! 

In a short period of time, the number of fans of the Thunder valiant V account had multiplied at a speed 

visible to the naked eye! 



Even if the profile picture was empty, even if the Weibo content was empty, even if there was only one 

certification! 

That was all! 

Perhaps even Yan beiming did not expect this to happen! 

Even a few well-known domestic female celebrities had followed it, which led to a group of fans 

following it one after another. 

Thunder valiant closed the page and subconsciously wanted to uninstall the app. 

However, just as the icon started to shake, he hesitated for a moment and opened WeChat again. He 

opened the chat box with ‘Xing Xiaoxing’, but Lin Hanxing still did not reply to him. 

Lei Xiao’s fingers caressed her profile picture ... 

Chapter 243: looking for you 

 

Lin Hanxing had no idea what was happening on Weibo. 

This was because the Lin family had a few special guests. 

When Jiang Xibao knocked on the door, Lin Hanxing had just changed his clothes and walked out of the 

cloakroom. 

When he opened the door, Jiang Xibao’s eyes were dazed. 

Although he already knew that miss Jiu was very beautiful, he still couldn’t help it. 

“Ninth young lady, there’s someone downstairs looking for you, but they’re not friendly.” 

Lin Hanxing raised his eyebrows, his black hair was tied up behind his head, revealing his little ears. 

The light blue dress was replaced by a black Chanel style suit with a tight collar and wide-legged shorts. 

Her straight thighs were as white as coconut milk. 

The high waist design made her waist as thin as a Willow. 

Apart from the diamond bracelet and watch on her wrist, the accessories she wore were mainly pearls. 

“Let’s go,” he said. 

Lin Hanxing felt that he was a troublemaker, and no matter where he went, it was hard for him to be 

safe. 

“Ninth young lady.” Jiang Xibao, who was beside her, could not help but ask. 

“What?” Her high heels clattered against the floor in an imposing manner. 

“No matter what happens, I will protect ninth young lady!” 

Jiang Xibao said with a serious look on his fair and chubby face. 



Lin Hanxing stopped in his tracks and turned to look at her. After a while, he smiled and pinched her 

face. 

Most of the Lin family members who had disappeared from the dining table were now gathered in the 

living room. When Lin youlin saw Lin Hanxing coming down from upstairs, her tense expression relaxed 

a lot. 

On the other hand, the people in the living room all looked at Lin Hanxing. 

The other party had obviously come prepared. They were all martial artists, and their arms were as thick 

as Lin Hanxing’s calf. They were extremely strong. 

Seeing her come down, the group of people whispered something to each other. The leader of the 

group had a serious and cold expression. 

 little Jiu, you know the Lu family? ” Lin yanshu said after his sister’s meaningful glance. 

When he heard the words ‘Lu family’, Lin Hanxing understood the background of this group of people. 

His expression instantly became unfathomable. 

 so, it’s someone from the Lu family. How’s young master Lu doing? ” 

Lin Hanxing’s cold words made the expression of the person in front of him turn even uglier. 

Lin qianlin looked on, her mind racing. 

Although the Lu family’s status in the business world was similar to that of the Lin family, due to old 

master Lu’s Red background and his inextricable relationship with the Shangguan family, he was still a 

step above the Lin family. 

When the Lu family barged in, Lin youlin was so angry that she wanted to call the police. However, when 

she heard that they were looking for little 9th, she dispelled the idea. She wanted to continue asking for 

the reason ... 

However, the Lu family’s mouths were as tight as a clamshell, and they couldn’t be pried open even if 

they tried! 

Lin qianlin’s eyes darkened. 

Little 9th had only returned for a few days, how could she be related to the Lu family again? 

How many more secrets did she have that they did not know about? 

“Miss Lin, we’ll have to trouble you to come with us,” 

Lin Hanxing looked at the burly man in the lead and smiled. There was no fear on his fair and delicate 

face that the other party wanted. Instead, there was a kind of uneasiness that made people feel uneasy. 

It was too calm! 

On the contrary, it made this group of people hesitate. 

“Sure, but I want to bring her along.” 



To their surprise, Lin Hanxing did not refuse. Instead, he pointed at Jiang Xibao who was standing beside 

him. 

The other party looked at Jiang Xibao. 

Perhaps because she was a girl, she did not attract the attention of these people. They only thought that 

she was afraid and wanted to find someone to boost her courage. 

“Alright, I promise you.” 

The other party tried to find fear on Lin Hanxing’s face again, but he was disappointed. 

Why was she not afraid at all? 

Lin Hanxing’s reply was a calm and indifferent smile ... 

Chapter 244: Old master Lu 

 

On the way to the Lu family’s house, the leader of the group kept looking at Lin Hanxing through the 

rearview mirror. 

However, she closed her eyes and focused her mind calmly after getting into the car. She didn’t seem to 

be worried about her safety, as if she was going on an outing. 

Just as he was thinking about this, the eyes in the rearview mirror suddenly opened! 

There was no emotion in his dark eyes, cold and sharp! 

He looked straight at her, which gave her a shock and she quickly looked away. 

When he had calmed down a little, he looked up again. In the rearview mirror, she had closed her eyes 

again as if nothing had happened! 

This girl was very evil! 

The leader thought to himself as the black luxury car slowly drove into the Lu family. 

The atmosphere in the Lu family’s living room was strange. 

It was like the calm before the storm. 

Old master Lu sat in the main seat in the middle of the room, his eyes closed and his face expressionless. 

“Dad, we can’t let that girl from the Lin family off!” 

The one who spoke was old master Lu’s second daughter, young master Lu’s aunt. At this moment, her 

face was filled with rage. 

“Even if bingde is a good-for-nothing, he’s still a member of the Lu family. To be sent to the hospital 

because of a little girl, where are we supposed to put our face? Our Jiashu is being laughed at outside!” 

Old master Lu remained silent. 



“Mom, both you and Grandpa, please calm down,” 

“Go and find the top-grade lionpeak Longjing tea I brought here last time and make a pot for Grandpa.” 

Lu Jiashu turned his head and instructed the servants. His gentle and elegant appearance made people 

sincerely convinced. 

As they were talking, the door of the villa was opened from the outside. 

Old master Lu finally opened his eyes. The stern look in his eyes made one shiver. 

Lin Hanxing walked over elegantly and calmly under everyone’s gaze. 

As she got closer, her delicate little face finally came into everyone’s view. 

Even though he had heard about the little girl from the Lin family who had been missing for eighteen 

years, this was the first time he had seen her. 

The second daughter was also from a prestigious family. She had been pampered and praised for her 

beauty since young. 

However, when he saw Lin Hanxing, he sucked in a cold breath. 

She had never felt that she had lost so badly before! 

Even Lu Jiashu, who had seen countless beautiful women, was momentarily dazed. However, he 

concealed it very well. 

“You’re Lin little nine?” Old master Lu’s voice was deep and resounding. 

“I thought that the Lu family had already investigated everything when they invited me here.” 

Lin Hanxing’s voice was cold and indifferent. He didn’t care about the pressure that old master Lu 

deliberately released. 

When the crowd heard Lin Hanxing speak to old master Lu in such a manner, they all thought that she 

was crazy. 

“Bing de was injured by your men?” 

The Lu family’s second daughter’s voice was a little high-pitched, and it made people uncomfortable. 

 he’s selfless and virtuous. So, young master Lu’s name is Lu bingde. I’m sure the person who gave him 

this name must have great Expectations of him!  Lin Hanxing did not even look at the person who spoke 

and spoke indifferently. 

By virtue meant to maintain virtue. 

Everyone’s expression changed when they heard Lin Hanxing’s words. 

“Don’t talk about those useless things. If you don’t make things clear today, don’t even think about 

leaving this place!” 

The second daughter of the Lu family was overbearing. 



Lin Hanxing frowned impatiently and glanced at her coldly without any emotion. 

“You’re very noisy!” 

 you ...  the Lu family’s second daughter’s face flushed red in anger, probably because she had not 

expected her to say such a thing. 

However, before she could say anything else, Lin Hanxing had already walked towards old master Lu, 

who was sitting in the main seat. 

He quickly arrived beside him. 

The old man and the young man looked at each other, and the atmosphere seemed to have become 

tense. 

Suddenly, just as everyone was caught off guard, Lin Hanxing pressed on a certain part of old master Lu’s 

back with a technique that no one else could see clearly. 

In the next second, old master Lu let out a muffled groan, his face turning pale! 

Chapter 245: I believe you 

 

“What are you doing!” 

The Lu family members turned pale with fright and rushed over. 

If it wasn’t for old master Lu waving his hands, he would have killed Lin Hanxing right there and then! 

One had to know that the only person the Lu family could rely on now was old master Lu. If anything 

were to happen to him, the entire Lu family would be shaken! 

Old master Lu’s body clearly froze, and cold sweat trickled down his forehead. 

It made people’s hearts tremble. 

On the other hand, Lin Hanxing’s expression was still indifferent, and there was no change in his eyes. 

“Your clothes are already wet from your cold sweat, but no one here noticed your abnormality. Hehe!” 

Just as everyone was staring at her, Lin Hanxing’s mocking voice rang in everyone’s ears. 

The second daughter of the Lu family, Lu yuzhi, was the first to react. She sat down and reached out to 

touch her father’s back. It was really drenched! 

 you ...  Lu yuzhi raised his head. 

When he looked at Lin Hanxing again, his eyes were filled with probing and fear. 

This was an old injury left behind by old master Lu when he was a soldier. It would flare up a few times a 

year, and the pain would be intense at times. 



However, he was very prideful and always managed to hold on. Not to mention others, even his family 

members knew very little about it. He didn’t expect that this girl from the Lin family would actually see 

through him with a single glance. Old master Lu’s eyes instantly darkened. 

He knew very well that this could not have been planned by the Lin family’s girl. 

Because even if she knew about his old injuries, it was impossible for her to accurately calculate when 

his illness would act up. 

However, it was precisely because of this that old master Lu found her observation skills even more 

shocking! 

“It’s an old injury, I can cure it, but it will take a long time.” 

Lin Hanxing was pushed to the side by Lu yuzhi, but he didn’t care. 

Ever since she stepped into the Lu family’s house, Lin Hanxing did not show any signs of panic or fear. 

Instead, she allowed everyone to look at her as if she was not here to be criticized, but just to drop by. 

“You’re serious?” Old master Lu had never expected that the illness that had tormented him for almost 

a lifetime would actually become so simple with just a few words from this young lady. 

One had to know that old master Lu had seen both Western and Chinese medicine doctors, but the 

results were minimal. 

Lin Hanxing looked back at her in disbelief. 

What good would it do for her to lie to him? 

“Your injury has been delayed for too long. A slight change in the weather will affect your bones and 

tendons. It doesn’t matter if you believe me or not. It doesn’t matter to me.” 

Lin Hanxing’s words were cold. 

From her point of view, if it wasn’t for that little episode at the wild competition, she wouldn’t have had 

any relationship with the Lu family. 

Whether she helped or not, it was all up to her. 

The Lu family didn’t say anything. They frowned and looked at Lin Hanxing unhappily. 

He always felt like he was being led by the nose. 

“Alright, I believe you!” Just before the second daughter of the Lu family, Lu yuzhi, could speak, old 

master Lu spoke. 

“Dad ...” 

Jiang Xibao stood beside Lin Hanxing and did not say a word throughout the entire process. He only 

looked at her with an inexplicable admiration in his eyes. 

Before she came, she had already mentally prepared herself for a big fight, but she didn’t expect that 

the ninth miss would calm the storm with a few words. 



 I’ll teach him a massage technique to relieve pain later. Three times a week, half an hour each time.  

Lin Hanxing’s eyes fell on the leader who had brought her to the Lu family. The moment he said this, the 

other party’s expression changed slightly. 

“What, you don’t want to?” 

Seeing his expression, Lin Hanxing assumed that he was unwilling. 

 how did you know ...  I’m someone by elder Lu’s side? 

Lin Hanxing raised her eyebrows slightly. If she could not even see this, she could forget about living. 

“Little Lin, come with me to the study ...” He said. 

Chapter 246: A presumptuous request 

 

As soon as elder Lu finished speaking, his second daughter Lu yuzhi’s expression changed. 

Didn’t he look for Lin xiaojiu to avenge Bing de? 

Why did they have to go to the study while chatting? This plot isn’t going in the right direction! 

Lin Hanxing’s long eyelashes fluttered. She told Jiang Xibao to wait downstairs and then followed elder 

Lu upstairs. 

In the Lu family’s study. 

Even though old master Lu was in pain, he still sat down without a change in expression. 

There was also a Go board on the table. 

He was the first to pick up a black stone and put it on the plate. 

 should I call you Lin xiaojiu, or Lin Hanxing, or ...  

“Ninth young lady?” 

Elder Lu’s voice was deep as he looked at Lin Hanxing’s face with bright eyes. 

Lin Hanxing’s expression didn’t change. He pulled out the chair opposite elder Lu and sat down, a 

profound smile on his delicate face. 

Holding the White characters in his hand, he also started playing. 

“Is elder Lu giving me a difficult problem?” 

She asked a question instead of an answer, without any panic from being exposed. 

“Did wumian leave?” 

Lin Hanxing’s hand stopped in mid-air when elder Lu finished. 

His expression was fleeting, which he had never shown before, but it returned to normal in an instant. 



 that’s right. If she hadn’t left, how could you have inherited her name and taken over all of this? ” 

His voice was filled with endless nostalgia, but that was all. 

 I didn’t expect Master Lu to be your grandson.  

Lin Hanxing changed the topic without a trace. 

“If you knew he was my grandson, would you have shown mercy?” 

Elder Lu was secretly setting up a trap on the board, waiting for the right time to devour Lin Hanxing’s 

white pieces. 

When Lin Hanxing heard his question, she made her move without hesitation. 

“I won’t,” 

These words were almost cold-blooded, but old man Lu laughed when he heard them. 

You did obtain sleepless true inheritance, your personality is exactly the same as my old friend!  

That was a separate matter. Even if he had a good relationship with you, it didn’t mean that the people 

around him could also gain benefits for free. 

However, as he laughed, old man Lu’s expression darkened. 

“When did you recognize me?” 

Lin Hanxing’s long eyelashes trembled slightly. His eyes fell on the chessboard, and his voice did not 

change. 

“When you said ‘it doesn’t matter if you believe me or not, it doesn’t matter to me’!” 

In his memory, the last time he saw wumian was in Myanmar more than ten years ago. 

At that time, the little girl who followed her had grown so big in the blink of an eye. 

It was late. 

“Was she still in so much pain when she left?” 

Lin Hanxing didn’t look up and started to pick up the black chess pieces that she had eaten. 

Old man Lu was taken aback. He glanced at the chessboard and realized that his advantage had been 

turned around by this girl’s brilliant hands. She was even able to kill him and devour a large number of 

his pieces. 

“Aunt Mian taught me this massage technique to relieve pain.” 

Lin Hanxing said indifferently. One had to be fully focused on the game on the chessboard and could not 

be distracted at all. 

Elder Lu’s mind was in a mess, so he naturally couldn’t play well. 

“She told me to tell you that this is the last gift from her old friend.” 



When Lin Hanxing’s voice reached elder Lu’s ears, he felt a dull pain in his heart, which was a rare sight. 

He did not speak for a long time. 

“Lin girl, I have a presumptuous request.” 

After an unknown amount of time, old man Lu collected his emotions and raised his head to look at her. 

Initially, Lin Hanxing did not say anything. 

Perhaps it was because of the mention of ‘wumian’, her cold heart finally softened. 

“Please tell me what it is first,” 

This was Lin Hanxing’s biggest compromise. 

“I want to ask you to help me ...” 

Chapter 247 discipline on his behalf 

 

“Discipline Bing de.” 

Hearing this, Lin Hanxing stopped what he was doing. His delicate little face was expressionless as he 

looked up. 

“You must be joking.” He wanted her to discipline his grandson on his behalf? 

Lin Hanxing frowned as he thought about Master Lu’s carefree attitude on the day of the wild 

competition. 

“I’m not joking. I’m the one who delayed bingde.” 

At the mention of Lu bingde, old master Lu glanced at Lin Hanxing with a guilty and dejected expression. 

Old master Lu had one son and two daughters. 

As his only son, old master Lu would definitely place all of the Lu family’s hopes on him. 

However, the eldest son, who had all the hopes in him, gave up the marriage and fell in love with a girl 

from an ordinary family. 

He ruled out all oddities and married her. 

Old master Lu couldn’t hide his embarrassment and refused to acknowledge the existence of bingde’s 

mother. 

This situation only got better after Lu bingde was born. 

However, when Master Lu was three years old, an accident broke the peace. 

That morning, Lu bingde had a high fever for some unknown reason. Just as his parents were anxiously 

sending him to the hospital, the drunk driver of the side car caused an irreversible accident. 

Young master Lu’s father sacrificed himself to protect his wife and son in his arms and died on the spot. 



Old master Lu was furious! 

He transferred all his hatred and anger to his daughter-in-law. 

Unexpectedly, a few days later, the daughter-in-law removed her breathing device and left with her 

husband. 

Lu bingde lost his parents just like that. 

Old master Lu, who had suffered the pain of losing his son, neglected to discipline young master Lu and 

left him in his second daughter’s care. 

A few years later, when old master Lu finally calmed down and wanted to get closer to his grandson, he 

realized that his grandson was full of hostility towards him. In his eyes, he had already lost his father, 

and it was his grandfather who caused him to lose his mother one after another. 

Lin Hanxing finished listening expressionlessly. 

She had to admit that young master Lu’s story was very tragic. 

However, he wasn’t the only one who suffered in this world. At least Lu bingde could still live a carefree 

life until now. 

And some people would even have to put in a lot of effort just to survive. 

“I’m sorry, but I refuse.” Lin Hanxing replied coldly. 

There seemed to be no room for negotiation. 

Old master Lu’s eyes dimmed, but he seemed to have expected this answer. 

After a moment of silence, she took out a sandalwood box from the drawer and pushed it in front of Lin 

Hanxing. 

“Then I can only use this.” 

Lin Hanxing’s long eyelashes trembled slightly. He opened the sandalwood box, and inside lay a piece of 

Hetian jade the size of a knuckle. 

In the middle of the Hetian jade, there was a deep ‘Jiu’ word carved clearly. 

“When wumian gave it to me, she said that as long as I had this Jade, no matter who took it in the 

future, I would be able to fulfill one wish of mine unconditionally. Now, can you promise me?” 

Lin Hanxing did not say anything. She picked up the Hetian jade with her fair fingers. 

This was indeed aunt Mian’s. 

Even though she was still young at the time, aunt Mian still told her seriously. 

In the future, no matter who came to her with this thing, she must agree to the other party’s request 

unconditionally. 

In her entire life, aunt Mian had only given out three pieces of jade like this. 



“I know.” Lin Hanxing said coldly and kept the Jade. 

 I promise you, but no matter what I do, elder Lu can’t interfere.  

Old master Lu’s expression relaxed, and a smile appeared on his face. 

“Is it worth it?” Lin Hanxing suddenly asked. 

It was impossible for old man Lu not to know the value of this piece of Jade. 

 he’s selfless and virtuous. The Lu family and my connections will be left to him. It’s worth it!  

Lin Hanxing’s eyelashes fluttered. Perhaps the people downstairs did not think so ... 

Chapter 248: Do you want to come over 

 

The moment Lin Hanxing and old master Lu went downstairs, the second son of the Lu family, Lu yuzhi, 

stood up abruptly. 

He sized up Lin Hanxing with his sharp eyes, as if he was trying to see something from her face. 

“Lin girl, you must keep your promise to me.” 

As soon as old master Lu said this, the Lu family’s expressions immediately changed. 

They had initially thought that old master Lu was looking for this lass from the Lin family to seek revenge 

for young master Lu ... 

However, things seemed to have gone beyond their expectations. 

“Xi Bao, we should go.” 

Lin Hanxing glanced at old master Lu. Before she went downstairs, she had already taught his trusted 

aide the massage technique. 

 miss Lin, I’m going out too. Why don’t I send you? ” 

Lu Jiashu suddenly spoke. His smile was gentle and elegant, giving off a warm spring breeze. 

Lin Hanxing glanced at him indifferently. 

Back then, the matter of the Lu family’s second young miss’s husband marrying into the Lu family had 

caused quite a stir in Jiang city. 

“I’m not familiar with you.” 

He didn’t even bother with the formalities. Lin Hanxing’s simple words made Lu Jiashu’s expression 

freeze for a moment. 

Her son’s face had been lost, and as his mother, she was naturally unhappy. Before Lu yuzhi could say 

anything, old master Lu had already interrupted her. 

The Lu family didn’t say another word when Lin Hanxing got into the car. 



The people who sent Lin Hanxing off were still the people who picked him up. 

Unlike the solemn atmosphere when they first arrived, old Lu’s trusted aide’s expression was clearly 

much more respectful. 

Lin Hanxing closed his eyes to rest. 

Although he had promised elder Lu, it was clear that he had no idea how to discipline a ‘child’ who was 

over 1.8 meters tall. 

Suddenly, his phone vibrated. 

Lin Hanxing took out his phone and Yan beixiao’s WeChat messages came in like a flood. 

[ 9.90 yuan free delivery: little Hanxing [ Cry Cry Cry Cry Cry Cry Cry Cry Cry Cry ] 

[ 9.90RMB delivery included: this time [i may really be sent to West Africa to dedicate my precious life to 

the Lei family’s expansion of territory ] [ crying ] 

[ 9.90RMB delivery: save me ] [ grievance ] [ grievance ] 

Xing Xiaoxing,”what did you do to Lei Xiao this time?” 

9.90 yuan free delivery: 

[ 9.90RMB delivery: what can I do to him!? ] Why don’t you ask him what he did to me? 

Xing Xiaoxing chuckled. 

[ 9.90 yuan, free delivery: photo.jpg ] 

Yan beixiao had sent a screenshot, and Lin Hanxing could feel his deep grievance even through the 

phone screen. 

[ 9.90RMB free delivery: I don’t know why Xiao is angry, please save my titanium dog life, little Hanxing! 

] 

[ 9.90 yuan delivery included: thank you so much! ] 

Lin Hanxing pursed her lips and could not help but laugh silently. Only Jiang Xibao, who was sitting 

beside her, could see this scene. 

The ninth young lady was really different from usual. 

Lei Xiao opened Weibo? 

Lin Hanxing looked at the screenshot that Yan beiming had sent and seemed to have thought of 

something. He then exited the chat. 

There was indeed a red notification on the frame of the Thunder valiant beast’s avatar. 

He opened it and saw a link. 

Xing Xiaoxing,”what are you doing?” 



She waited for a long time. If it wasn’t for the ‘typing’ status on the dialog box, she would have thought 

that he was busy. 

Thunder valiant beast, [ angry ] 

It was as if he felt that these three words were not enough to express his feelings. 

He quickly added another emoji. 

Thunder owl, [ angry ] 

The coldness around Lin Hanxing seemed to be dispelled in an instant, and a faint warm smile appeared 

on his lips. 

Xing Xiaoxing,”have you eaten?” 

Xing Xiaoxing,”do you want me to go find you?” 

He waited for a long time, but it was the same ‘the other party is typing’ status. 

But this time, Lei Xiao called him directly. 

“I’m at the office.” 

“Do you want to come over?” 

The magnetic voice rang in his ears, like a feast for the ears. 

Chapter 249: The staff cafeteria 

 

Lin Hanxing asked someone to send Jiang Xibao back to the Lin family and got off the car halfway. 

When she arrived at the Lei family’s building, her Special Assistant, Anthony, was already waiting there. 

In the square in front of the Lei clan, a dreamlike musical fountain was spinning and spraying water 

dozens of meters. 

The White Holy statue was bathed in it, giving off a majestic and elegant feeling. 

Even though it was not the first time he saw Lin Hanxing, Anthony was still in a daze and did not speak 

for a while. 

 miss Lin, Mr. Lei is in an emergency meeting. I’ll bring you up first.  

Lin Hanxing was wearing a pair of large sunglasses that covered half of his face and followed Anthony 

through the constantly rotating glass door. 

No matter how many times she visited the Lei corporation’s commercial building design, she could not 

help but marvel at it. 

From the outside, the steel building that reached the clouds was strong and cold, but when one entered 

the Lei corporation’s building, one would feel that it was a human-like paradise. 



The transparent design, which broke the conventional design concept, allowed people to see the 

tempered glass ceiling even from the first floor. 

The elevators built according to the department’s area were busy operating, and the people passing by 

were in a hurry, obviously in a hurry. 

Some people recognized Anthony as the president’s Special Assistant and greeted him respectfully. Their 

curious eyes fell on Lin Hanxing, who was wearing sunglasses. Her aura was so strong that no one could 

ignore it. 

Anthony smiled and helped Lin Hanxing block the view of others. 

Soon, the two of them entered the president’s private elevator. 

“Mr. Ley is not in a good mood today.” 

As the elevator slowly rose, Lin Hanxing heard Anthony’s kind reminder. 

In fact, Anthony did not know why the big Boss was suddenly angry, but he was afraid that the people 

who were going to hold the meeting this time would be trembling with fear. 

“He’s been so busy that he hasn’t eaten?” 

Lin Hanxing took off his sunglasses, revealing a pair of bright eyes. 

Speaking of this, Special Assistant Anthony also felt a little helpless and nodded. 

“You have a staff cafeteria here, right?” Lin Hanxing’s voice had just faded when the elevator reached 

the top floor. 

“There are, but ...” 

Anthony was a little surprised. The big Boss never went down to eat. Could it be that miss Lin wanted to 

... 

“Ask the restaurant to prepare a separate meal.” 

Anthony was still thinking when he heard Lin Hanxing’s soft voice. 

“I know.” Anthony didn’t really believe that Thunder valiant would go. 

From what he knew, Mr. Ray was someone who really hated crowds. 

One must know that the Lei corporation’s staff cafeteria was definitely a model that was worth learning 

from in the industry. The cheap and good set meals, as well as the nutritious and delicious meat and 

vegetables, made the Lei corporation’s staff cafeteria full every day. 

It was the second thing that the employees of the Lei Corporation would be proud of and show off to 

the public, other than the high salary and benefits! 

This was all thanks to Lei Xiao’s insistence on the Lei corporation’s employee benefits. 

In the beginning, Thunder owl would actually go to the staff cafeteria to eat. 



Anthony could not help but shiver in his heart every time he recalled the magnificent scene. 

He had never known that there were so many gorgeously dressed female employees in the Lei 

Corporation! 

The delicate makeup and the strong scent of perfume mixed with the aroma of the cafeteria food. 

Anthony’s temples were still throbbing when he thought of the smell. 

He was already in such a state, let alone Big Boss Lei! 

In addition, from time to time, there would be female staff who would ‘bump into’ him, so he never 

went to the staff cafeteria again. 

As he thought about it, he warned the secretarial department with his eyes not to stick their heads out. 

 I’ll go and inform the restaurant now. Miss Lin, you can go directly to the president’s office.  

Chapter 250: Why give birth to monkeys? 

 

Lin Hanxing pushed open the door to the president’s office. There was a faint smell of tobacco in the air. 

It was obvious that the owner had smoked before he left. 

There was a buzzing sound on the desk. She walked over and realized it was Lei Xiao’s personal phone. 

“Miss Lin ...” 

When his Special Assistant, Anthony, came in again, he was carrying a lot of snacks in his hand. 

When Lin Hanxing turned around, Anthony was putting the snacks on the coffee table. 

“Mr. Lei ordered them to be bought. He was afraid that miss Lin would be bored, so he said that we 

could eat while waiting for him.” 

Lin Hanxing’s expression was subtle when he heard this. The snacks on the table included many of the 

most popular types of snacks at the moment, but ... 

Did the Thunder valiant beast treat her like a child? 

 Mr. Ray also said ...  Anthony smiled as he took in Lin Hanxing’s subtle expression. 

“What else did you say?” 

Why did Lin Hanxing not realize that Lei Xiao was such a naggle before? 

“He also said that before he returns, miss Lin is not allowed to leave.” 

After saying that, Anthony left the president’s office with a smile, leaving Lin Hanxing alone in the large 

office space. 

Standing in front of the floor-to-ceiling window, the semi-circular design took up almost a third of the 

room. 



Lin Hanxing was expressionless as he looked down at the entire Jiang city. 

After some time, he found the White jade and Tian Jade that he had taken from old master Lu. 

Her fingers gently caressed the ‘nine’ character that was deeply engraved on her body, and her eyes 

were filled with nostalgia. 

Lin Hanxing couldn’t help but recall the intense reaction Yuan shaojing had when Yuan susu was writing 

with both hands at the Lei family. 

The corners of her lips curled up into a cold smile. 

She was just secretly learning from aunt Mian. 

From the looks of it, he had at least practiced his posture for a few years. In the end, he had only stolen 

the surface. 

But ... 

That mother and daughter did not just steal this! 

The sunlight poured in from the window, as thin as a cicada’s wings, covering her white and soft skin, 

and shining on her smooth and shiny face. 

This was the scene that Lei Xiao saw when he returned from outside. 

The cold smile on Lin Hanxing’s face could not even be melted by the sun. 

“You’re back?” 

She heard the movement from the door, and slightly restrained her expression as she looked at Lei Xiao 

and smiled. 

“Your phone has been ringing.” 

Lei Xiao made a sound of acknowledgment, his cold and stern face softened a lot when he saw Lin 

Hanxing, and he walked towards her. 

“What did Yan beiming do to you again?” 

When he got closer, Lin Hanxing raised his eyebrows and looked at him with a smile. 

Lei Xiao didn’t say anything. He reached over to take her personal phone, unlocked it with his 

fingerprint, and handed it to Lin Hanxing. 

Initially, she had only lowered her head to take a casual glance, but when she saw the Weibo post that 

Yan beiming had posted, she could not help but chuckle. 

It was only then that she realized that the constant vibration on her phone just now was the notification 

sound of Weibo messages. 

“You have more than 10 million fans!” 



Lin Hanxing’s fingers continued to slide down, and the smile on his face grew wider. He did not notice 

that Lei Xiao’s eyes were getting darker. 

“Thunder valiant beast, someone said he wants to bear your children!” 

In a short period of time, the words #Lei Xiao ##young master of the Lei family ##Lei group #occupied 

the top ten most searched hashtags, and Lei Xiao’s fan count was rising at a speed of tens of thousands 

per second! 

Lin Hanxing’s voice had just fallen when Lei Xiao placed his hands on the desk beside her and leaned 

over to trap her in his arms. 

“What monkey?” His voice was already low, and he deliberately lowered it to provoke Lin Hanxing’s 

nerves. 

 Sheng ...  Lin Hanxing had just lifted his head when Lei Xiao kissed him with a Swift and fierce attack. 

She subconsciously clenched her phone. 

Her long eyelashes trembled slightly, and the corner of her mouth was pried open by him, successfully 

broken through by the tip of her tongue. 

His kisses were always so easy to make people lose their minds! 

 


